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Abstract— In recent years, deep learning methods have
achieved great success for vehicle detection tasks in aerial
imagery. However, most existing methods focus only on extracting
latent vehicle target features, and rarely consider the scene
context as vital prior knowledge. In this letter, we propose a
scene context attention-based fusion network (SCAF-Net), to fuse
the scene context of vehicles into an end-to-end vehicle detection
network. First, we propose a novel strategy, patch cover, to keep
the original target and scene context information in raw aerial
images of a large scale as much as possible. Next, we use
an improved YOLO-v3 network as one branch of SCAF-Net,
to generate vehicle candidates on each patch. Here, a novel
branch for the scene context is utilized to extract the latent scene
context of vehicles on each patch without any extra annotations.
Then, these two branches above are concatenated together as
a fusion network, and we apply an attention-based model to
further extract vehicle candidates of each local scene. Finally,
all vehicle candidates of different patches, are merged by global
nonmax suppress (g-NMS) to output the detection result of the
whole original image. Experimental results demonstrate that our
proposed method outperforms the comparison methods with both
high detection accuracy and speed. Our code is released at
https://github.com/minghuicode/SCAF-Net.

Index Terms— Attention-based model, deep learning, fusion
network, remote sensing, vehicle detection.

I. INTRODUCTION

VEHICLE detection in aerial imagery has become more
and more significant in numerous applications [1]–[4],

such as surveillance, defense, and traffic management. As a
basic task in the remote sensing field, there are still sev-
eral exceedingly challenging problems for vehicle detection
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Fig. 1. Examples of crop slice cases from raw aerial images. (a) It may lose
the self-feature of vehicles under small overlap. (b) It may lose the vehicle and
scene context knowledge. (c) It may cause redetections under large overlap.

(see Fig. 1). On the one hand, in terms of the visual
appearance from aerial imagery, vehicle targets are always
in small scale and with various characteristics (e.g., color,
shape, orientation), which makes it difficult to extract strong
self-features of the vehicle. On the other hand, due to the
complicated and mass urban surroundings which can lead to
feature interference, the scene context of vehicles, in fact,
serves as negative knowledge in most vehicle detection cases
while extracting vehicle features. Hence, on behalf of tackling
the problems above, in general, there are always two aspects
of the solution. One is to improve the self-feature, and the
other is to combine the scene context. We will next introduce
the related works of such two aspects as follows.

In recent years, effective feature representation has been
greatly facilitated via the rapid development of convolu-
tional neural networks (CNNs) [5]–[7] and object detection
techniques [8]–[10]. Particularly, for detecting small vehi-
cle targets in aerial images (or video frames), many per-
tinent CNN-based methods were proposed to extract more
effective and robust vehicles’ self-features [1], [3], [4]. For
instance, semantic information is often applied to enhance self-
features. Ammour et al. [1] detected vehicles in the seman-
tic region of homogeneous super-pixels via a pretrained
CNN, which can improve the feature representation of vehi-
cles. In Audebert et al. [11], utilized SegNet [12], to gener-
ate pixel-wise annotations from semantic mappings, namely
“segment-before-detect.” In Mou and Zhu [2], used a multi-
task learning strategy to segment vehicle regions and detect
semantic boundaries, simultaneously.

Another efficient way to improve self-feature representation
is to define feature boundaries more accurately. For example,
some recent works tried to extract features with rotatable
boundaries for multioriented targets [13], [14], which can
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Fig. 2. Overall architecture of our method including three main steps: First, we use patch cover strategy to preprocess the raw input into square patches.
Second, the patches are fed into SCAF-Net and generate detection results separately. Third, the results are merged into final output via global NMS. Key:
conv = convolution; pad = padding; bn = batch normalization; ReLU = ReLU function.

constrain the area of feature extraction, and synchronously
obtain the orientation information. For example, Li et al. [15]
proposed to utilize a multitask CNN, called R3-Net, to generate
and handle rotatable vehicle bounding boxes, via applying
a novel rotatable position-sensitive Region of Interest (RoI)
pooling operation. Shi et al. [16] proposed to use a one-
stage anchor-free detection framework by directly dividing
the detection task into classification, central point regression,
orientation regression, scale regression, and offset regression,
respectively. Despite enhancing the self-feature for better
learning representations, combining the scene context knowl-
edge is also helpful for locating remote sensing targets, espe-
cially for some man-made objects (e.g., vehicles, airplanes,
and ships) which always show up in the relative areas. For
example, Tao et al. [17], used a cascaded scene context-driven
vehicle detection method, to first detect parking lots and
roads with supervised labels, then detect vehicles. The afore-
mentioned methods, mainly relying on self-feature extraction
or scene context knowledge separately, in which features
of scene contexts cannot be fused into the self-feature of
targets. However, most current CNN-based methods can pro-
ceed with such fusion features effectively for more powerful
knowledge.

In this letter, we will further propose an end-to-end trainable
network, scene context attention-based fusion network (SCAF-
Net), to fuse the scene context of vehicles into an end-
to-end vehicle detection network by two branches. Besides,
we also highlight a novel preprocessing strategy, namely patch
cover, which can keep the original target and scene context
information in raw aerial images of large-scale for SCAF-
Net, and such strategy is proven to be with high efficiency
for large-scale aerial image vehicle detection.

Fig. 3. Details for the proposed patch cover strategy.

II. METHODOLOGY

Our proposed approach for vehicle detection in aerial
imagery applies an end-to-end trainable framework. As shown
in Fig. 2, after a novel preprocessing step, patch cover, which
can feed the scene context knowledge of a raw input into patch
domains, we use SCAF-Net to detect vehicles on each patch
in parallel. The details are elaborated in Sections II-A–II-C.

A. Patch Cover Strategy

In general, due to the limit of GPU and other hardware
conditions, it is always hard to train and test raw remote
sensing images of large-scale, so that people always divide
one raw image into several patches, which may lead to loss
of information (e.g., the cases in Fig. 1). We design and test a
series of patch crop operations called patch cover strategy to
tackle this problem, which can keep the original target and
scene context information as much as possible. As shown
in Fig. 3, each square patch X size

position ⊂ U , where U denotes
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a raw input image of large-scale, and we use X̊ and Ů
to represent the central region of the patch and the image,
respectively. Hence, the set of patch H can be called a patch
cover of image U if U ⊂ �

X∈H X . And we call T a patch
cover if Ů ⊂ �X∈T X̊ .

In order to pass more information for attention-based learn-
ing representation in SCAF-Net, on the one hand, during the
training process, we randomly select patches of the same size
from a cover H to obtain a trainable mini-batch. On the other
hand, during the testing process, we utilize window slices to
generate patches of the same size as minimal patch cover T ,
then detect vehicle targets on all patches in T independently.
To avoid redetection, all predicted boxes will be merged by
global nonmax suppress (g-NMS) before final outputs. We will
next describe the SCAF-Net architecture which can take full
advantage of the useful and associated information between
targets and scene context. Besides, the efficiency of the patch
cover strategy with different settings will be discussed in
Section III.

B. SCAF-Net Architecture

SCAF-Net is an end-to-end one-stage object detection CNN
improved on YOLO-v3 with DarkNet53 [9] (see Fig. 2), and
it has two main branches to be fused, namely target position
branch (TPB) and scene context branch (SCB). In detail, TPB
is to predict vehicle targets’ location via their self-feature
representations, while SCB is designed for learning the scene
context knowledge of the surroundings around vehicle targets.
Here, we use a classifier to predict whether targets appear in
this area or not. As shown in Fig. 2, for each raw input aerial
image, on the one hand, TPB predicts the vehicle location in
the grids of 8 × 8 and 16 × 16 pixels, synchronously, and
each grid has five anchors. For each anchor, it will output
a 5-D vector [x, y, w, h, s], where we can obtain a 25 ×
5 vector on each grid. On the other hand, SCB predicts
the scene confidence in the grids of 32 × 32 pixels and
outputs one single score on each grid. In addition, before the
SCB, we utilize an auxiliary component, an attention drop
layer (ADL) [7], to improve detection performance. Through
such an attention-based layer, the self-target feature can be
suppressed, and thus, the scene context knowledge will be
enhanced. Subsequently, we fuse the self-target feature with
the scene context knowledge in both feature level and decision
level, which contributes to eliminating false alarms in low
scene confidence areas.

C. Joint Loss Function

In order to train SCAF-Net, we use a joint loss to make
up TPB and SCB. Here, TPB is the base of SCAF-Net, and
the vehicle location is represented by four coordinates and a
score in a 5-D vector [x, y, w, h, s]. We utilize five anchors
for each 8 × 8 and 16 × 16 grid cell, separately. And TPB
loss LTPB, combined with a regression loss and a classification
loss, is computed when the target center is in the grid cell.
The regression loss of four coordinates is then computed by

Fig. 4. Loss curve with ADL drop rate = 0.5.

mean-square-error loss function as follows:
L reg = (x − x̂)2 + (y − ŷ)2
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where x̂ , ŷ, ŵ and ĥ denote the ground truth, and ph and
pw are the prior height and width of each vehicle target. The
classification loss is computed by cross-entropy loss function
as follows:

Lconf = ŝ log(s) + (1 − ŝ) log(1 − s) (2)

where ŝ is 1 when the vehicle target in this grid cell, other-
wise 0. Then TPB loss LTPB can be computed as follows:

LTPB =
�

g∈Mobj+

�
L reg

g + Lconf
g

	+ λ1

�
g∈Mobj−

Lconf
g (3)

where Mobj+ and Mobj− denote object-mask and no object-
mask, respectively, and such above two masks are set in the
same way as [9]. We set λ1 = 100. Similarly, we can compute
SCB loss LSCB. In SCB, we divide the input patch into grids
of each 32 × 32 pixels, and predict a single score for each
grid gscene

i j . Here, i and j are the index of each grid in a patch
(e.g., if the patch size is 512, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , 16). Once that
the score is closer to 1, vehicle targets are more likely to
appear in this context. So the classification loss is computed
as follows:

LSCB =
�

g∈Msce+
Lconf

g + λ2

�
g∈Msce−

Lconf
g (4)
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and λ2 is set to 1. Hence, SCAF-Net can be trained by joint
loss L as follows:

L = LTPB + LSCB. (6)

Besides, the decision fusion (DF) operation is only applied
during testing period, which computes the final score by
multiplying TPB score and SCB score as follows:

score = scoreTPB · scoreSCB. (7)

During the training period, we set patch size and batch size
to 512 × 512 pixels and 4 for nearly 16K iterations. And the
ADL drop rate is set to 0.5, ADL drop mask to 25%, 50%, and
75%, respectively, to acquire three models. The loss curves are
shown in Fig. 4, which implies the convergence at an end.
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Fig. 5. Detection results on DLR3K dataset and aerial video frames.

Fig. 6. AP curves of different IOU and patch settings.

TABLE I

PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT PATCH SETTINGS. HERE THE LOADING

AND POSTPROCESSING TIME COST IS EXCLUDED. KEY:
MS/MPX = MILLISECOND PER MILLION PIXELS

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Datasets and Settings

DLR3K dataset is a set of UAV images captured by a
3K+ camera system. We adopt all ten raw images of size
5616 × 3744 pixels and labels provided by Liu and
Mattyus [19], and use five images and the corresponding labels
for training and testing, respectively. Some detection results
are shown in Fig. 5. and the dataset settings are the same
as [15]. To compare with other methods (i.e., YOLO-v3 [9]
and CornerNet [10]), we crop the five training images into
350 pieces of size 512 × 512 pixels. We evaluate the proposed
method and other comparison methods on an NVIDIA Titan
X GPU with 12 GB GPU memory and a Core-i5 CPU with
16 GB RAM.

Fig. 7. Comparison with different vehicle detection methods. (Left) PR
curves with IOU = 0.5. (Right) APs of different IOUs.

TABLE II

PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT VEHICLE DETECTION METHODS. HERE
THE LOADING AND POSTPROCESSING TIME COST IS EXCLUDED

B. Evaluation of Patch Cover Strategy

To evaluate the proposed patch cover strategy, we test
SCAF-Net (drop mask = 75%) on five raw testing images
and the minimal overlap is set to 32. In Fig. 6, we show
the detection results of different patch size settings and IOUs,
and in Table I, we give the performance of different confi-
dence thresholds and the corresponding model inference speed,
respectively. Here, we know that setting square patch size more
properly can lead to higher average precision (AP) and with
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TABLE III

COMPARISON ON FOUR LABELED AERIAL VIDEO FRAMES. KEY: (R) = RESNET-101; (R + F ) = RESNET-101 WITH FPN

faster speed, which demonstrates the efficiency of patch cover
strategy to processing large-scale raw aerial images, instead of
cropping images into small pieces. And hence, such strategy
also keeps more scene context information for SCAF-Net.

C. Comparison Between SCAF-Net and Baselines

To evaluate the performance of SCAF-Net with other base-
lines (i.e., YOLO-v3, ConrnerNet, DGAN [18], and R3-Net),
in Fig. 7, we display the Precision-Recall Curve and AP-IOU
Curve of different methods. Also, in Table II, we give the
AP and testing the speed of these methods and the ablation
experiments of SCAF-Net (without ADL and DF orderly). We
find that our proposed SCAF-Net outperforms other compared
baseline methods for both detection accuracy and speed, which
demonstrates the original target and scene context information
can be fused together to enhance the capability of vehicle
detector.

D. Experiment for Vehicle Detection in Aerial Video Frames

We also test the above DLR3K dataset-trained model of
our method on aerial video frames of busy parking lot sur-
veillance.1 Here, we choose four testing frames as utilized
in [15], and some results are shown in Fig. 5. As the result
shown in Table III, it demonstrates that our proposed method
has both robust and satisfactory detection accuracy and speed
for dense vehicle detection in an aerial surveillance scene.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we propose a novel vehicle detection method,
namely SCAF-Net, to accelerate the feature representation
via fusing the target and scene context knowledge together.
First, we use patch cover strategy to keep more original
target and scene context information on each divided patch,
from raw aerial images of large-scale. Next, a two-branch
CNN, including TPB and SCB, is utilized to generate vehicle
candidates on each patch based on the attention mechanism.
Then, the output candidates are merged together by g-NMS
in the original image. Finally, we implement experiments on
the DLR3K dataset and raw aerial video frames, respectively,
showing that the proposed method outperforms others with
both high detection accuracy and speed.

1https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yojapmOkIfg
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